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Richard Kostelanetz has published extensively across the creative disciplines creating a body of 
work that spans the visual arts, literature, music and criticism. As a major figure in the New 
York literary and art scenes, Kostelanetz has contributed greatly to the source material of the 
avant-garde movements of the 1960s and 1970s. His significant contributions to the literature 
of this era include The Dictionary of the Avant-Gardes, John Cage (Ex)plain(ed) and The ABCs 
of Contemporary Reading. 

Individual entries on Richard Kostelanetz’s work in several fields appear in various editions of 
the Reader’s Guide to Twentieth-Century Writers, Merriam-Webster Encyclopedia of Literature, 
Contemporary Poets, Contemporary Novelists, Postmodern Fiction, Webster’s Dictionary of American 
Writers, Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, and the Encyclopedia Britannica. A large 
body of his works is housed in the Richard Kostelanetz Collection at New York University’s 
Fales Library. He survives in New York, where he was born, unemployed and thus overworked.

Robert Smithson, Gertrude Stein, Claes Oldenburg, El Lissitsky, Marshall McLuhan, Richard 
Serra, Timothy Leary, Ad Reinhardt, Adrian Piper, R. Buckminster Fuller, Vito Acconci, 
Wynham Lewis, F. T. Marinetti, Lucy R. Lippard, John Baldessari, John Cage, Marcel 
Duchamp, Sol Lewitt, and a variety of other poets, painters, sculptors, composers, physicists, 
anthropologists, and philosophers all cooperate here to construct a mode of communication 
which is no longer bound to specific categories of referentiality nor, consequently, to 
manipulated divisions of aesthetic labor. 

“Kostelanetz’s anthology is boldly eclectic...the vast majority of works are revelations.” 
— Jonathon Keats, May 2012 Art&Antiques

“Its contents jump off the page with their original vivacity, still fresh, unusual, radically 
inventive, and yet forcefully affecting.”

— Peter Frank, Art Critic, Senior Curator at the Riverside Art Museum
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The AC Institute’s mission is to advance the understanding of the arts through investigation, research and 
education. It is a lab and forum for experimentation and critical discussion. Dedicated to presenting the work of 
emerging artists, musicians and writers, we support and develop projects that explore a performative exchange 
across visual, sonic, verbal and experiential disciplines. We encourage critical writing that challenges conventional 
expectations of meaning and objectivity as well as the boundaries between the rational and subjective. The AC 
Institute is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization. Donations are tax deductible to the extent allowable by law.

The AC Institute is directed by Holly Crawford with help from associate curator Nicole Bebout.

www.acbooks.org  /  www.acinstitute.org




































